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Programming Systems and Languages. Edited by SAUL P~OSEN. 
This book is a collection of papers on programming languages, compilers, and 
operating systems which were published (or inform.ally distributed) between 1957 
and 1965. It, is divided into five parts: Part 1 is a brief and well-written historical 
survey of the field by the editor. Part 2 gives descriptions of four major "general- 
purp0se ~' languages: FO[tTIgAN, ALGOL, COBOL, and PL/I. The full text of the 
1963 Revised Report on ALGOL is included, but the material on the remaining 
languages (as well as most of the languages discussed in Part 4) is limited to intro- 
ductory descriptions of major features. The papers on FOI~TRAN and PL/ I  are 
outdated and give a misleading impression of the current capabilities of these 
languages. 
Part 3 is devoted to compilers. It includes over-all descriptions of two specific 
compilers, the Kanner-Kosinski-Robinson ALGOL system and Rosea's own in- 
(:ore load-and-go FORTRAN system called PUF~_P, several papers on general- 
purpose methods of syntax analysis, and descriptions of the compiler-compiler 
systems developed by Irons, Brooker and Morris, and Warshall and Shapiro. Part 
4 covers list- and string-processing languages, including IPL-\:, COMIT, SLIP, 
SNOBOL, and LISP. Equivalent programs in several of these languages are pre- 
sented. 
Part 5 is devoted to "operating systems," a catch-all category in which the 
editor includes macro-assemblers, linkage-and-segmentation techniques, conven- 
tional batch-processing monitor systems, and systems for multiprocessing and 
time-sharing. This is possibly the most valuable portion of the book, since it 
includes several well-written and interesting papers which have never been 
published in the open literature, e.g., descriptions of operating and macro-assem- 
bly systems by G. Il. Mealy, and material on the CL-II system and also the operat- 
ing system for the IBM 360. 
In general, i~osen's selection of material is excellent. IIe has managed to include 
nearly every major paper in the field published before 1965 (excepting some early 
work which is now obsolete), while avoiding the numerous vacuous and unintelligi- 
ble works which have plagued the literature. Readers at every level of technical 
sophistication will find portions of the book useful, and the expert will also be 
able to make a substantial reduction in his reprint file. One might only question 
the extent to which material of purely historical interest has been included, 
especially descriptions of obsolete languages. That most of these languages are 
still used extensively is merely a measure of the dismaying time lag between the 
conceptual and the practical demise of a programming language. No one who 
knows PL/I  and LISP will be intellectually stimulated by FOI4TI~AN, COBOL, or 
IPL-V. 
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The basic limitations of the book are those inherent in any colle~etion of pre- 
viously published material. There are inevitable repetitions and changesof defi~ 
nition and notation. More Seriously, the book accurately reflects major: gaps in 
the published literature. The most important of these is the lack of published 
information on any aspects of Compiler construction other than syntactic analysis 
and the generation ofunoptimized code from simple arithmetic statements. No: 
where in Rosen's book, or (to my knowledge) in the open literature through 1965, 
can one find adequate discussions of such matters as the correct but efficient 
implementation f global variable binding in ALGOL, the implementation of non- 
sequential processing facilities uch as tasking and on-conditions in PL/I ,  efficient 
dynamic storage allocation for strings, or optimal register allocation. 
A further limitation isthe double publication delay involved in first producing a 
paper and then a book; essentially the book represents he state of the art in about 
1964. This is particularly unfortunate in such a rapidly changing area of research. 
The total impact of more recent work amounts to a major change in the direction 
of evolution of programming languages, which is hardly hinted at in the book. 
Since 1964, substantial progress has been made in the development of more 
efficient and general methods of syntactic analysis. Of particular importance are 
the precedence methods of Wirth and Weber (1966) their extension by McKeeman 
(1966) the LR(k) grammars of Knuth (1965) and the work on recursive functions 
of regular expressions by Tixier (1967). An excellent and thorough review of this 
material, as well as the development of compiler-compilers and extendible com- 
pilers, is the recent paper by Feldman and Gries (1968). 
A major innovation has been the development of a unified approach to data 
structures which provides generalized list structures or "plexes" whose elements 
may be hierarchical combinations of records and arrays. This approach began in 
the AED system (Ross, 1961) and was elaborated in the list-processing extensions 
to PL/I  (Lawson, 1967) in LISP 2 (Abrahams, 1966) and in the work of Wirth and 
I~oare, (1966). Its most sophisticated formulation is probably the recent proposal 
for ALGOL 68 (Van Wijngaarden et al., 1968). One effect of this development 
has been to weaken the traditional trichotomy between scientific, business, and 
non-numerical programming, which was largely based on the supposedly in- 
compatible data structures used in these areas. 
A second innovation has been the evolution of control-flow mechanisms which 
go beyond the conventional devices of subroutine calling and jumps within state- 
ment Sequences. These mechanisms, whose current development is represented by 
SIMULA (Dab1 and Nygaard, 1966), originated in discrete simulation languages, 
but now appear to offer solutions to a variety of programming problems uch as 
co-routines and some aspects of real-time processing. 
A final area of progress i  the development of "macro" or definitional extension 
facilities in higher-level languages. Such facilities, in which language xtensions 
are defined in terms of the language being extended rather than an assembly 
language, were originally proposed by McIlroy in 1960 (in the paper, included in 
Rosen's book, which also introduced macro-assemblers), butthey have received 
serious attention (and publicity) only recently. Their current deveiopmen ~ is w.e!l 
represented by the work of Cheatham (1966). : . : 
The over-all effect of this work over the past three years has been a ma}0r 
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change in attitude towards the concept of a general-purpose programming lan- 
guage. From the state of the art reflected in Rosen's book one would conclude that 
a language SUfficiently general co permit he efficient coding of most scientific, busi- 
ness, non-numerical, nd real-time programs must be a Gargantuan construct con- 
taining a myriad of features taken from various pecial-purpose languages. But 
today it has become reasonable toexpect he development of a compact machine- 
independent programming language which provides for the concise xpression of
nearly the full variety of programs that can be performed on a computer, frees the 
user from unnecessarily detailed considerations of data representation and storage 
allocation, and permits an efficient implementation. 
JOHN C. REYNOLDS 
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Computat ion  : F in i te  & In f in i te  Mach ines .  By  MARVIN MINSKY. 
This book is a textbook oriented toward students in computer science. Its 
chief purpose is to present those areas of formal ogic most basic to computation, 
particularly the concept of effective computability. The book is organized into 
